GARDENING

ACROSS

1 Person on horse
6 Freudian selves
10 Abdominal muscles (abbr.)
13 Evades
15 Jabber
16 Bomb
17 Blossom
18 Opera solo
19 Also known as (abbr.)
20 Car rental agency
22 Snow transportation
24 Article for sale
26 Adolescent
28 Not there
29 Thump
30 Signal
31 Green plant with narrow flat leaves and jointed stems
32 Charged particle
33Rolled chocolate candy brand
34 Contagious disease
35 Brown, fuzzy marsh plant
37 Difficulty
41 Cooking fat
42 Cultivate

43 Environmental protection agency (abbr)
44 Strict
47 Obstacle
48 Ripe
49 Goofs
50 Close
51 Contemplate
52 Country in South Eastern Africa
54 Always
56 Genetic code
57 Praise enthusiastically
59 Wears away
63 Fall mo.
64 Water pitcher
65 Albanian capital
66 Megahertz
67 Women's magazine
68 No longer wild
DOWN

1 Game official
2 Ailing
3 Two
4 British King's name
5 Put a rope through a hole
6 Epoch
7 Area of land used for cultivating plants and flowers
8 White vegetable
9 Buck
10 Flower
11 Bread makers
12 Card suits
13 ___ Lanka
21 Calm
23 Bush
24 Hold it there
25 Father's sister
27 Self
29 Twitch
30 Earth
31 Emit light
33 Precipitation
34 Pond dweller
36 Upper body
37 Chatter
38 Not arms
39 Dueling sword
40 Angry
42 African antelope
44 Infrequent
45 Furrow
46 Artificial
47 Long-handled scoop used for digging
48 Dawn
50 Shoulder covering
51 Rate
53 Perennial woody plant consisting of roots, trunk, and branches
55 Animal doctor
58 Before, poetically
60 Levee
61 East northeast
62 Unhappy
GARDENING

Solution:

1. RIDER
2. EGO
3. SABS
4. ELUDES
5. RANT
6. ZAP
7. FLOWER
8. ARI
9. AKA
10. AVIS
11. DOGSLED
12. WARE
13. TEEN
14. HERE
15. THUDP
16. SIGN
17. GRASS
18. ION
19. ROLO
20. FLU
21. CATTAIL
22. PROBLEM
23. OIL
24. GROW
25. EPA
26. SNAG
27. AGED
28. MUSE
29. SHT
30. UTE
31. MUS
32. LEO
33. SET
34. HOLE
35. NOS
36. TIRANA
37. LAME
38. RAVEN
39. ADES
40. OCTEWR
41. DNA
42. MHZ
43. Tamed
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